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Abstract 
Improving a result of M. Rabus we force a normal, locally compact, O-dimensional, Frechet- 
Urysohn, initially WI -compact and noncompact space X of size WI having the following property: 
for every open (or closed) set A in X we have IAl < WI or IX \ Al < w,. 
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1. Introduction 
E. van Douwen and, independently, Dow [4] have observed that under CH an initially 
WI -compact T3 space of countable tightness is compact. (A space X is initially rc-compact 
if any open cover of X of size < K has a finite subcover, or equivalently any subset of 
X of size < n has a complete accumulation point.) Naturally, the question arose whether 
CH is needed here, i.e., whether the same is provable just in ZFC. The question became 
even more intriguing when in [2] Fremlin and Nyikos proved the same result from PFA. 
Quite recently, Arhangel’skii has devoted the paper [l] to this problem, in which he has 
raised many related problems as well. 
In [7] Rabus has answered the question of van Douwen and Dow in the negative. He 
constructed by forcing a Boolean algebra B such that the Stone space St(B) includes a 
counterexample X of size w2 to the van Douwen-Dow question, in fact St(B) is the one 
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point compactification of X, hence X is also locally compact. The forcing used by Rabus 
is closely related to the one due to Baumgartner and Shelah in [3], which had been used 
to construct a thin very tall superatomic Boolean algebra. In particular, Rabus makes use 
of a so-called A-function f (which was also used and introduced in [3]) with some extra 
properties that are satisfied if f is obtained by the original, rather sophisticated forcing 
argument of Shelah from [3]. 
In this paper we give an alternative forcing construction of counterexamples to the 
van Douwen-Dow question, which we think is simpler, more direct and more intuitive 
than the one in [7]. First of all, we directly force a topology of on w2 that yields an 
example from a A-function (with no extra properties) in the ground model which also 
satisfies CH. There is a wide variety of such ground models since they are easily obtained 
when one forces a A-function or because Q,, implies the existence of a A-function (cf. 
]31). 
Let us recall the definition of the A-functions from 131. 
Definition 1.1. Let f : [w212 + [w2] $‘j be a function with ,f{a, p} C crfl/3 for {cY,~} E 
[w212. (1) We say that two finite subsets 2 and y of w2 are goodfor f provided that for 
Q E 5 n y, p E 5 \ y and y E y \ z we always have 
(a) o < B, Y * o E f(p) r>, 
(b) o < P * f{o, r> c f{P, 71, 
(c) Q < Y =+ f{% P> c f{r, P>. 
(2) We say that f is a A7function if every uncountable family of finite subsets of w2 
contains two sets x and y which are good for f. 
Both in [3] and [7] the main use of the A-function f is to suitably restrict the partial 
order of finite approximations to a structure on wz so as to become C.C.C. This we do as 
well, but in the proof of the countable compactness of rf we also need the following 
simple result that yields an additional property of A-functions provided CH also holds. 
In fact, only Property 1.1 (a) is needed for this. 
Lemma 1.2. Assume that CH holds, ,f is a A-function, {c,: CY < WI} are painvise dis- 
jointfinite subsets qf w2 and B E [wz]“. Then for each n E w there are distinct ordinals 
CYO,LYI,...,Q,,_~ E w2 such that 
Proof. We can assume that sup B < mint, for each N < ~2. Denote by S(~J,) the 
statement of the lemma for n. We prove S(n) by induction on n. The first nontrivial case 
is n = 2. Assume indirectly that S(2) fails. Then for each ti < /? < w2 there is b,,B E B 
such that b,,p $ .f(S,77) for SOme E E c, and 77 E cp. By CH the ErdBs-Rado partition 
theorem [6] has the form w2 + (wi);, thus there are I E [w~]“I and b E B such that for 
each cy # /? E I we have b 4 f ([, 71) for some < E c, and 77 E CD. 
Let d, = c, U { b} for cy E I. Since f is a A-function there are a: # fl E I such that d, 
and dp are good for f. But d, ndp = {b} and b < min c,, min cp, so by Definition 1.1 (a) 
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we have 0 E f(<,,q) for each < E c, and 7 E co contradicting the choice of b = h,,p. 
Thus S(2) holds. 
Assume now that S(n) holds for some n 3 2 and we prove S(2n). Applying S(n) w2- 
many times for B and suitable final segments of {ccy: cy < wz} we can obtain w2-many 
pairwise disjoint n-element sets {tug, c~‘;, . . , a:_, } c w2 such that for each v < w2 
Let d, = U{ccy;: i < n,} for I/ < ~2. Applying S(2) for B and the sequence {d,: v < 
wz} we get ordinals v < 1-1 < w2 such that B C f([,q) for all < E d, and 7 E d,. 
In other words, if i,j < 11, < E car and 7 E C,P then B c f([,v). Therefore the set 
{cyi, N’;, , a:_, , a:, af, . , a~_,} witnesses S(2n). 0 
The following, even simpler, result about arbitrary functions f : [w212 + [w2]Gw with 
f{n, p} c a n 0 for {cy, 0} E [w212 will also be needed. 
Lemma 1.3. If f is a function as above then for each K, K’ E [w2]Gw there is a 
countable set clf(K, K’) c w2 such that 
(a) K c clf(K, K’), supK = supclf(K, K’), 
(b) ‘v”E  clf(K, K’) VV E clf(K, K’) u K’ (f{E, 7) c clf(K, K’)). 
Proof. Let K(0) = K, K(n + 1) = K(n) U U{f{[, 7): F$ E K(n), 77 E K(n) UK’} and 
clf(K, K’) = ulLiw K(n). 0 
The topology rf that we will construct on w? is right separated (in the natural order 
of ~2) and is also locally compact and O-dimensional. Thus for each o E w2 one can 
fix a compact (hence closed) and open neighbourhood H(o) of a: such that max H(o) = 
a. Conversely, if we can fix for each IY E w2 such a right separating compact open 
neighbourhood H(o) then the family {H(Q): (Y < ~2) determines the whole topology 
7 on ~2. In fact, using the notation U(a, h) = H(Q) \ U{H(P): p E b}, it is easy to 
check that for each cy E w2 the family B, = {U(N, h): b E [cx]<~} is a r-neighbourhood 
base of cy. Therefore, our notion of forcing consists of finite approximations to a family 
3c = {H(a): N < ~2) like above. 
Now, if X = {H(o): N < w2 } 1s as required and p < cu < w2 then either (i) 0 E H(o) 
or (ii) /3 @ H(Q). If (i) holds then H(P) \ H(o), if (ii) holds then H(P) n H(a) is a 
compact open subset of p, hence there is a finite subset of /3, call it i{cr, /3}, such that 
this set is covered by H[i{a,,0}] = U{H(y): y E i{c~,P}}. It may come as a surprise, 
but the existence of such a function i is also sufficient to insure that the collection 31 be 
as required. More precisely, we have the following result. 
Definition 1.4. If X = {H(Q): LY E ~2) is a family of subsets of w2 such that 
max H(a) = rr for each a E w2 then we denote by r_tl the topology on w2 generated by 
73 U {wz \ H: H E 8) as a subbase. 
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Clearly, TN is a O-dimensional, Hausdorff and right separated topology in which the 
elements of %! are clopen. 
Theorem 1.5. Assume that 7-i is as in Definition 1.4 above and there is a function 
i: [cd*]2 + [LLQ]- satisfying i{~,p} c (Y n p for each {a,/?} E [q]’ such that q 
0 < cy then ,O E H(a) pl zrn ies H(a) \ H(o) c H[i{cr,fl}] and ,O q! H(o) implies 
H(P) n W4 c WQ, PN 7% en each H(a) is compact in the topology r~, hence TX 
is locally compact. 
Proof. We do induction on LY E ~2. Assume that for each p E a! we know H(a) is 
compact in 7%. By Alexander’s subbase lemma it suffices to show that any cover K of 
H(a) by members of 7-t and their complements has a finite subcover. Let K E K be 
such that a: E K. If K = H(y) then CY < y. The case cy = y is trivial so assume CY < y. 
But then H(a) \ K C H[i{a,y}] and by our inductive hypothesis H(P) is compact 
for each fl E i{a,r} hence so is H(P) n H(o) \ K being closed in H(P). Therefore 
H(o) \ K is compact and so some tinite Ko c K covers it. But then Ice U {K} covers 
H(a), hence we are done. A similar argument works if K = w2 \ H(y), then using 
H(o) n H(y) c H[i{cr, r}] if cr < y (or the compactness of H(y) if y < cy). 0 
It is now very natural to try to force a generic O-dimensional, locally compact and 
right separated topology on wz by finite approximations (or pieces of information) of 31 
and i. As was already mentioned, the n-function f comes into the picture when one 
wants to make this forcing ccc. The technical details of this are done in Section 2. 
We call the family 3-1 coherent if ,0 E H(o) implies H(P) c H(o). Clearly, this makes 
things easier because then H(P) \ H(Q) = 0, h ence there is no problem covering it, the 
requirement on i is only that if p $ H(a) and fi < CY then H(P) n H(Q) C H[%{cY, P}]. 
The original forcing of Baumgartner and Shelah from [3] (when translated to scattered, 
i.e., right separated, locally compact spaces rather than superatomic Boolean algebras) 
actually produced such a coherent family 3-1. This is interesting because if 31 is coherent 
and TX is separable, which we have almost automatically if 3-1 is obtained generically, 
then TX is also countably tight! 
Theorem 1.6. If there is a coherentjhmily 31 of right separating compact open sets for 
a separable topology r on w2 then t((w2, r)) = w. 
Proof. Let X = (~2, r). Then for each cy E w2 we have t(ac, X) = t(cr, H(o)), hence 
it suffices to prove t(a,H(cu)) = w. If we had t(Cy,H(a)) = wi then we could find 
A c H(a) such that OJ E 2 but cy $ B for every countable B c A. Next we can find 
a strictly increasing sequence S = {xv: v < wi} in A such that x, > sup F,, where 
F, = {xP: p. < v}. This construction can be carried out as sup F, < cy because cy $ F,, 
F, is compact and every initial segment of H( ) Q: is o p en and so one of them should cover 
F,. Now for each v < wt there is a finite subset b, of F, such that F, C H[b,,]. If p < v 
then b, C F,, C F, C H[b,] im ies that for each p E b, we have H(P) c H[b,] by pl’ 
the coherence of 31, hence H[b,] c H[b,]. But :cM E H[b,] \ H[b,] for each p < v E WI, 
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hence the H[by]‘s yield a strictly increasing wl-sequence of clopen sets in a separable 
space, which is a contradiction completing the proof. L7 
Ironically, this general result that gives countable tightness so easily cannot be used in 
our construction because we had to abandon the coherency of % in our effort to insure 
countable compactness (implied by the initial wl-compactness) of 7~. 
We mentioned above that our examples, by genericity, are separable. But this is not a 
coincidence. It is well known and very easy to prove that if X is an initially wl-compact 
space then t(X) < w implies that X has no uncountable free sequence. (Moreover, if X 
is 5!‘3 the converse of this is also true.) Hence the following easy, but perhaps not widely 
known, result immediately implies that any noncompact, initially WI-compact space of 
countable tightness contains a countable subset whose closure is not compact. Thus if 
there is a counterexample to the van Douwen-Dow question then there is also a separable 
one. 
Lemma 1.7. Jf Y is a noncompact topological space, then,for some ordirral p the space 
Y contains a free sequence {YE: [ < p} C Y with noncompact closure. 
Proof. If Y is noncompact, then Y has an strictly increasing open cover {U,: (2 < K,} 
for some regular cardinal K. We pick points ye E X and ordinals QE < K by recursion as 
follows. If the closure of the set Y< = (1~~7:  < <} in Y is compact, then pick CY~ E K 
such that YE c Une and let yc E Y \ UQc. 
The sequence cwc is strictly increasing because y/17 E Uac \ Ucy,, for 77 < <. So for some 
< < K the closure of Yc is noncompact. But Ye is also free because for each 77 < < we 
have 5 c U,,, and (YE \ YT1) fl U,,, = 0. So we are done. 0 
Note that under CH the weight of a separable TJ space is < ~1, and an initially WI - 
compact space of weight 6 WI is compact, hence the CH result of van Douwen and Dow 
is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1.7. Arhangel’skii raised the question, [ 1, Problem 31, 
whether in this CH can be weakened to 2” < 2”‘? We shall answer this question in the 
negative: Theorem 3.9 implies that the existence of a counterexample to the van Douwen- 
Dow question is consistent with practically any cardinal arithmetic that violates CH. 
In [ 1, Problem 171 Arhangel’skii asked if it is provable in ZFC that an initially WI- 
compact subspace of a T3 space of countable tightness is always closed. (Clearly this is 
so under CH or PFA, or in general if the answer to the van Douwen-Dow question is 
“yes”.) In view of our next result both Rabus’ and our spaces give a negative answer to 
this question. More generally we have the following result. 
Theorem 1.8. y X is a locally compact counterexample to van Douwen-Dow then the 
one-point compact$cation CUX = X U {p} of X also has countable tightness. On the 
other hand, X is an initially WI-compact nonclosed subset ?f ax. 
Proof. Let A c X be such that p E 2 (i.e., zx is not compact). By Lemma 1.7 
and our preceding remark then there is a countable set S c xx such that sx is not 
compact. But by t(X) = w th en there is a countable T c A for which S c TX, hence 
TX is noncompact as well, so p E T. Consequently we have t(p, ox) = w and so 
t(oX) = w. 0 
2. The forcing construction 
The following notation will be used in the definition of the poset Pf. Given a function 
h and a c dam(h) we write h[n] = U{h(<): < E u}. Given nonempty sets z and Y of 
ordinals with supx # supy let 
XnY if sup x $ Y and sup Y $ x, 
x*y= X\Y if supx E Y, 
Y\X if supy E x. 
Definition 2.1. For each function f : [wz]* + [w2]Gw satisfying f(a,,@ c a n,B for any 
{cY,~} E [w2]* we define a poset Pf = (Pf, <) as follows. The underlying set of Pf is 
the family of triples p = (a, h, i) for which 
(i) a E [w~I<~, h: a + P(u) and i : [CL]’ --t P(u) are functions, 
(ii) max h(t) = < for each < E u, 
(iii) i(<,~) c f(r,rl) for each {E,,v} E [a]‘, 
(iv) h(E) * h(rl) c h[i(E, ~)1 for each {c, 77) t M2. 
We will often write p = (a*, hP, ip) for p E Pf. 
For p, q E Pf let p 6 q if up > a4 hP , (0 n u4 = hq([) for 6 E a4, and in > iq. If 
p E Pf, cy E up, b c an na, let us write ~P(o’,b) = hp(Cu) \ hP[b]. 
Lemma 2.2. For each CY < w:, the set D, = {p E Pf: LY E up} is dense in Pf. 
Proof. Let q E Pf with (Y $ aQ. Define the condition p < q by the stipulations 13 = 
up u {a}, hp(Cu) = {a}, hp([) = hq([) and ZP(o,<) = 8 for 6 E uq. Then clearly 
LED,. 0 
Definition 2.3. If 4 is a Pf-generic filter over V, in V[G] we can define the topological 
space Xf [G] = Xf = (~2, rf) as follows. For a E w2 put 
H(cu)=U{h”(a): ~EGAQEU~}, 
let N = {H(o): cy < WI} and let rf = r_tl as defined in Definition 1.4, that is, rf is the 
topology on w2 generated by 31 U (~2 \ H: H E ;Y} as a subbase. 
If G is a Pf-generic filter over V then by Lemma 2.2 we have U{u”: p E G} = ~2, 
and for each a < w2 max H(o) = N and H(Q) is clopen in Xf. Thus Xf is O-dimensional 
and right separated. Of course, neither f nor i is needed for this. As was explained in 
Section 1, we need f to be a n-function in order to make Pf c.c.c (which insures that 
no cardinal is collapsed), and the function i is used to make Xf also locally compact. 
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Theorem 2.4. If CH holds and f is a A-function, then Pf satisfies the c.c.c and Vpf + 
“Xf = (~2, rf) is a O-dimensional, right separated, locally compact space having the 
following properties: 
6) t(X,) = w, 
(ii) VA E [w2]“’ 3 LY E w2 IA n H(N)] = wI 
(iii) ‘dA E [w2]” (2 is compact or Iw2 \ AI < WI). ” 
Consequently, in Vpf, Xf is a locally compact, normal, countably tight, initially WI- 
compact but noncompact space. 
Proof. To show that Pf satisfies c.c.c we will proceed in the following way. We first 
formulate when two conditions p and p’ from Pf are called good twins (Definition 2.5), 
then we construct the amalgamation r = p + p’ of p and p’ (Definition 2.6) and show 
that r is a common extension of p and p’ in Pf. Finally we prove in Lemma 2.8 that 
every uncountable family of conditions contains a couple of elements which are good 
twins. 
Definition 2.5. Let p = (a, h, i) and p’ = (a’, h’, i’) be from Pf. We say that p and p’ 
are good twins provided 
(1) p and p’ are twins, i.e., ]a] = ]a’] and the natural order-preserving bijection e = eP,Pl 
between a and a’ is an isomorphism between p and p’: 
(i) h’(e(<)) = e”h(<) for each < E a, 
(ii) i’(e([), e(v)) = e”i(<, 7) for each {I, 7) E [u]‘, 
(iii) e(E) = < for each [ E a n a’, 
(2) i(<, 77) = i’(<, 7) for each {<, 7) E [a n u’j2, 
(3) a and a’ are good for f. 
Let us remark that, in view of (ii) and (iii), condition (2) can be replaced by “i(<, v) c 
a n a’ for each {E, 77) E [a n a’12”. 
Definition 2.6. If p = (a, h, i) and p’ = (a’, h’, i’) are good twins we define the amal- 
gamation r = (b, g, j) of p and p’ as follows: 
Let b = a U a’. For 6 E h[a n a’] U h’[a n a’] define 
Now, for any < E b let 
h(E) u h’(t) if < E a n a’, 
g(r) = h(E) u (77 E a’ \ a: 67, E h(E)} if < E a\a’, 
h’(t) U (77 E a \ a’: 6, E h’(E)} if < E u’ \ a. 
(0) 
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Finally for {<,q} E [b]’ let 
I 
i(r, r1) if <, 71 E CL, 
j(F,v) = i’(EJ) if [: 71 E a’, (-> 
f(<, 7) n b otherwise. 
(Observe that j is well-defined because condition 232) holds.) We will write T = p + p’ 
for the amalgamation of p and p’. 
Lemma 2.7. If p and p’ are good t\iins therr their anzalgunzution, T = p + p’, is a 
common extension of p and p’ in Pf. 
Proof. First we prove two claims. 
Claim 2.7.1. Let 71 E a and b E a n (I’. Then q E h,(d) if und only if 6, is de$ned and 
6, E h(6). (Clearly, we also have u symmetric version of this statement for 77 E u’.) 
Proof. Assume first 17 E h(6). Then 6,) is defined and clearly 6, E h(6) if 6,, = 6. So 
assume 6,, # 6. Since i(b,,,6) c u n a’ and maxi(&,6) < &, we have n 6 I~[i(b,, S)] 
by the choice of 6,. Thus from p E Pf we have 
77 $! I!,(&,) * h(6). ct, 
Then h(6,) * h(b) # h,(b,,) n h,(6) by (t). S’ mce n t h.(6) implies fi,, < 6, we actually 
have h(6,) * h(b) = h(b,) \ h,(b). Thus 6,, E il.(S) by the definition of the operation *. 
On the other hand, if 6,) E h(b), then either 6,, = b or h(6,) * h(b) = h(S,,) \ h(b). 
Thus 7 E h(6) b ecause in the latter case again 77 $ h[i(S,, 6)], hence (t) holds. q 
Claim 2.7.2. If < E a n a’ then 
,9(E) = h(t) U {q E CL’ \ u: 6,, E h(t)} = h’(E) u (7 E u \ a’: 6, E h.‘(l)}. 
Proof. Conditions 2.5.1(i) and (iii) imply h(E) n (I, n u’ = h’(t) f’ a n a’ and so 
~169 = h(E) u h’(G = %) u ((CL’ \ 4 n I!,‘(G). 
By Claim 2.7.1 we have 
(a’ \ 4 n h’(0 = { 7 E u’ \ u: s,, E h’([)}. 
But by condition 2.31) we have 6,, E h(t) iff 6,, E h’(E), hence it follows that 
s(E) = h(E) u {q E u’ \ CL: 67, E h(Q). 
The second equality follows analogously. 0 
Next we check T E Pf. Conditions 2. I(i)-(iii) for I’ are clear by the construction. So 
we should verify condition 2.1 (iv). 
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Let < # 77 E b and cy E g(r) * g(v). W e need to show that (Y E g[j([, v)]. We will 
distinguish several cases. 
Case 1: <, 7 E a (or [, 71 E a’). Since g(t) n a = h(t) and g(q) n a = h(v) we have 
(g(t) *g(q)) n a = h(E) * h(q) by the definition of operation *. Thus (g(E) * g(v)) na c 
hKE,77)1 = gb(F:77)1 “a c L?[j(E,77)1. s o we can assume that a: E a’ \ a. We know that 
fi,, is defined because cy E g(r) U,q(?]) is also satisfied. Since a E g(E) iff 6, E h(E) and 
LY E g(q) iff 6, E h(q) by (0) it follows that 6, E h(E) * h(v). Thus there is v E i([, 7) 
such that 6, E h(v). But i([,~) = j(<,~) and Q E g(v) by (0). Thus cr E g[j(E,q)]. 
Case 2: < E a \ a’ and 7 E a’ \ a. We can assume that Q E a, since the (3~ E a’ case is 
done symmetrically. 
Subcase 2.1: g(r) * g(q) = g(v) \ g(r). Then (Y E g(v) and rl E g(r) so 6, and 6, 
are both defined and 6, E h’(q), 6, E h(J) hold, hence o < 6, < rl < 8, < <. But a 
and u’ are good for f, so by Definition 1.1(a) we have 6, E f(q, <) n b = j(<, 7). Thus 
Q E h(S,) c g(b,) c g[j(t,q)] which was to be proved. 
Suhcase 2.2: s(E) * g(7) = g(t) n g(7) or g(r) * g(rl) = .9(E) \ g(q). Since now 
c~ E g(E) * g(v) c ,9(E), by the definition of the operation * we have 
I{4 ng(77)1 = 1. 
Thus, by the definition of g(q), 
(1) 
6* = min (6 E a n a’: cy E h(6) V [ E h(6)) 
is well-defined and 6* < 7. If 6* < [ then (Y E h(S*) and by Definition 1.1(a) we have 
6* E f(E,rl) nb= j(E>q) f or a and a’ are good for f, and so cy E g[j(c, q)]. 
Thus we can assume < < 6*. We know that 6* = 6, or 6* = 6, by the choice of 6*, 
but 6, = SE is impossible by (1). Thus 
I{4 n h(d*)I = 1. (2) 
Since cy E g(r) implies (Y E h(t) and we have { < S*, (2) implies (Y E h(t) * h(6*) and 
so pi E h[i(<, S*)]. But i(<, 6’) c f([, 6”) c f(E, 7) because a and u’ are good for f, 
so Definition 1.1(b) or (c) may be applied. Consequently, we have i(<, 6*) C j(<, 7) by 
(00). Hence IY E g[j(<, q)] which was to be proved. 
Since we investigated all the cases it follows that r satisfies condition 2.l(iv), that is, 
r E Pf. Since T < p, q are clear from the construction, the lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.8. Every uncountable family 3 of conditions in Pf contains a couple of ele- 
ments which are good twins. Consequently, Pf satisjies C.C.C. 
Proof. By standard counting arguments 3 contains an uncountable subfamily 3’ such 
that every pair p # p’ E 3’ satisfies conditions 2.5(l)-(2). But f is a A-function, so 
there are p # p’ E 3’ such that an and an’ are good for f, i.e., p and p’ satisfies 
condition 2.5(3), too. In other words, p and p’ are good twins and so r = p + p’ is a 
common extension of p and p’ in Pf. 0 
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Let g be a Pf-generic filter over V. As in Definition 2.3, let 
H(a) = u {hp@): p E G A cu E a”} 
for cy E ~2, and let rf be the topology on w2 generated by 
{H(a): c2i E WI} u {WI \ H(Q): N E w2} 
as a subbase. Put i = U{i”: p E G}. 
Since Xf is generated by a clopen subbase and max(H(cr)) = CY for each cy E w2 by 
condition 2.l(ii), it follows that Xf is O-dimensional and right separated in its natural 
well-order. 
The following proposition is clear by condition 2.l(iv) and by the definition of H and i. 
Proposition. H(a) * H(P) c H[~(Q, p)] f or cr < /3 < wz. So by Theorem 1.5 ever?: H(a) 
is a compuct open set in Xf. 
Definition 2.9. For cy E wz and b E [(k]<w let 
U(Q, b) = H(Q) \ HiDI 
and let 
,13, = {U&b): h E [(xl’=‘}. 
By Theorem 1.5 every H((Y) is compact and a,, is a neighborhood base of LY in Xf. 
Thus Xf is locally compact and the neighbourhood base B,, of N consists of compact 
open sets. 
Unfortunately, the family ?l = {H(n): (k < tiz} is not coherent, so we can’t ap- 
ply Theorem 1.6 to prove that Xf is countably tight. It will however follow from the 
following result. 
Lemma 2.10. In V’f, if a sequence {xc: C < WI} c H(a) converges to 0, then there 
is some < < WI such that p E {ZC: < < 0. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that for each [ < WI we can find a finite subset hc c 0 
such that {q: < < [} n U(p, 0~) = G?, that is, {q: C < 6) C H[bc]. 
Fix now a condition p E Pf which forces the above described situation and decides 
the value of p. Then, for each [ < WI we can choose a condition pc < p which decides 
the value of ZE and ht. We can assume that { upc : ( < WI} forms a &system with kernel 
D, ZE E ape \ D and that ZE < z,, for 6 < I) < WI. 
Claim. Assume thut < < q < WI, pc und p, are good twins and r = p< + p,. Then 
T I+ “zE E H[D n p] “. 
Proof. Indeed, ZE E h”[b,,] because T < p,~,p,. Since ZE E a?+ \ up,, (0) and Claim 
2.7.2 imply that zc E h’[b,,] holds if and only if Szc E D = ape n aPq is defined and 
6,, E hP?i [h7,]. Since b,, c 0, we also have 6,, < [j and so zE E hr[D n /I?]. 0 
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Applying Lemma 2.8 to appropriate final segments of {pc: < < wi} we can choose, 
by induction on I_L < wi, pairwise different ordinals p < <, < qP < wt with qP < &, 
if /L < v such that pgP and p,,, are good twins. Let rP = PC,, + p,, . Since Pf satisfies 
c.c.c there is a condition q < p such that q I+ “i{p E WI: rIL E G}I = WI”. Thus, by the 
claim q tt “j{z~: ( < WI} n HID n 011 = WI”, i.e., the neighbourhood U(/?, D f’ p) of 
p misses uncountably many of the points Z( which contradicts that 0 is the limit of this 
sequence. 0 
Corollary 2.11. t(Xf) = w. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that (Y E w2 and t(a, X,) = t(Cy, H(o)) = WI Then there 
is an w-closed set Y c H(o) that is not closed. Since the subspace H(o) is compact and 
right separated and so it is pseudo-radial, for some regular cardinal )E. there is a sequence 
{z<: < < K} c Y which converges to some point fi E H(a) \ Y. Since Y is w-closed 
and IYI < IH( = WI we have K = WI. By Lemma 2.10 there is some < < wi with 
0 t {zC: C < <} c Y contradicting fi @ Y. 0 
Lemma 2.12. It1 VpJ, for euch uncountable A c Xf there is ,!5’ E wz such that IA n 
H(P)1 = WI. 
Proof. Assume that p I+ “A = {&c: < < WI} E [~4]“~“. For each < < WI pick pc < p 
and a~ t w2 such that pc IC iuc = &c. Since Pf satisfies c.c.c we can assume that the CE~ 
are pairwise different. Let sup{o~: [ < wt} < ,!3 < ~2. Now for each $ < WI define the 
condition qc < pc by the stipulations uQ = UPC U {p}, hQ (0) = aQ and iQ (v, p) = 8 
for v E at’<. Then q< E Pf and qc IC iye E H(P). But Pf satisfies c.c.c, so there is 
q < p such that q II--- “I{( E WI: qc E G}I = WI”. Thus q I+ “IA n H(P)1 = WI”. 0 
Since every H(P) is compact, Lemma 2.12 above clearly implies that Xf is WI- 
compact, i.e., every subset S c Xf of size WI has a complete accumulation point. 
Now we start to work on (iii): in VpJ the closure of any countable subset Y of Xf 
is either compact or it contains a final segment of ~2. If Y is also in the ground model, 
then actually the second alternative occurs and this follows easily from the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.13. If p E Pf, Y E ap, b C up n 0, cy E p \ ap, then there is a condition q < p 
such that cy E u4(p, b). 
Proof. Detine the condition q 6 p by the following stipulations: u4 = uj’J U {Q}, hY(Cy) = 
{a>> 
hq(v) = 
h?(u) u {a} if l3 E /P(v), 
h”(u) if /3 $ P(v) 
for v E aP, and let iq > P and iq(cy, V) = 0 for v E aP. 
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To show q E Pf we need to check only condition 2.l(iv). Assume that Q E hq(u) * 
hq(~_~). Then by the construction of q we have p E M(v) * hP(p). Thus there is [ E 
iP(v, p) with fi E F(l). But then LY E h,‘J(<), so by i”(u,p) = iP(v, p) we have 
LY E h’J[iq(~,p)]. In view of F(v) * V(p) c hP[iP(v,p)] we are done. Thus q E Pf, 
q < p and clearly LY E uq(p, b), so we are done. 0 
This lemma yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.14. lf Z E [wz]~ n V and P t w2 \ sup Z then 0 E 7. 
Proof. Let U(p, b) b e a neighbourhood of p, b E [p]<“. Since p I+ “U(p, b) > up@, b)” 
for each p E Pf and the set 
DB,b,z = (4 E pf: u”(P, b) n 2 # 0) 
is dense in Pf by the previous lemma, it follows that U(p, b) intersects 2. Consequently 
/3EZ. 0 
The space Xf is right separated, i.e., scattered, so we can consider its Cantor-Bendixon 
hierarchy. According to Corollary 2.14 for each Q < w2 the set A, = [WQ, wcy + w) is 
a dense set of isolated points in Xf r(w2 \ WO). Thus the ath Cantor-Bendixon level of 
Xf is just A,. Therefore Xf is a thin very tall, locally compact scattered space in the 
sense of [8]. Let us emphasize that CH was not needed to get this result, hence we have 
also given an alternative proof of the main result of [3]. 
Now we continue to work on proving property 2.4(iii) of Xf. 
Given p E Pf and b c up let p[b = (b, h, iP[[b12) where h is the function with 
dam(h) = b and h(c) = hJ’(<) n b for < E b. Let us remark that p[b in not necessarily 
in Pf. In fact, p[b E Pf if and only if iP(<,v) c b for each < # 77 E b. Especially, if 
b is an initial segment of up, then p[b E Pf. The order 6 of Pf can be extended in a 
natural way to the restrictions of conditions: if p and q are in Pf, b c ap, c c a", define 
p[b 6 q[c iff b 2 C, h?(E) n c = h?([) n c f or each [ E c, and ?[[c]* = iq[[c]2. Clearly 
if p[b E Pf and q[c E Pf then the two definitions of < coincide. 
Definition 2.15. Let p,p’ E Pf with a P = up’. We write p 4 p’ if for each (Y E an and 
b c up n (Y we have ~.G’(cr, b) c up'(cy, b). 
The following technical result will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.4(iii). 
Part (c) in it will enable us to “insert” certain things in H(ye) in a nontrivial way. But 
there is a price we have to pay for this: this is the point where the coherency of the H(a) 
has to be abandoned. Part (d) will be needed in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.16. Assume that s = (a”, h”, is) E Pt, us = S u E u F, Q c S, S con 
E<o,F, E = {rl: i < k}, 70 < y1 < ... < p-1, F = {yg,yz,l: i < k}, moreover 
(9 & < k hS(x,~)nhs(ri,l) = h”[QuE], 
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(ii) E < k vt E S f(<, ri) = f(E, T,O) = f(E, ri,~). 
Then there is a condition r = (a’, h’, i”) with ar = S u E such that 
(a) 7. < s [S, 
(b) T < s[(Q u E), 
Cc> S \ h” [Q u E] c hr (“io), 
(d) s[(S u E) + T. 
Proof. Leta”=SUEandwriteC=S\h”[QuE].For<E~~weset 
h”(E) = 
h,“(E) u c if < = yz and 70 E hS(y,), 
h,“(E) otherwise. 
For < # 71 E a7‘ we let 
i“(E,rl) = 
is (<, 77) if [, 7 E Q u E or E, 7 E S, 
f([, 77) n a7‘ otherwise. 
Finally let T = (a7’, hr, i’). 
We claim that T satisfies the requirements of the lemma. (a), (b) and (c) are clear from 
the definition of T, once we establish that T E Pf. To see that it suffices to check only 
condition 2.l(iv) because the other requirements are clear from the construction of r. So 
let < < q E a’. We have to show h’(E) * hr(q) c hr[iv([, yi)]. 
If <,v E S, then h”(E) * hi’(v) c h”[C’(<,q)] holds because r-r,5 = sjS E Pf. 
So we can assume that q = 7% for some i < k. 
Case 1: < E S. 
S&case 1.1: < # h“(yi), hence h“(E) * h’(yi) = h“(E) n hr(yi). In this case we. also 
have h,“(t) * hs(yi) = hs([) n hS(y,) and so 
h”(E) n h%) c h” [i”(E, --G)] c hY [i%, rz)] (3) 
for i’(<,ri) 1 is(<,ri). If 70 $ h”(yi) then hr(y,) = hs(yi) and since h”(t) = h”(c) 
we have h’(E) * hl‘(y,) = h.“(t) n hs(yr) c h’[i’([,ri)] by (3). Assume now that 
:/o E hs(y,). Thus h”(ri) = hs(y,) u C, and so < $! C, that is [ E h”[Q u E]. Then 
h“(E) * h“(y,) = h“(E) n h’(yi) = (h”(E) n hs(yi)) u (h’(E) n C). By (3) above it is 
enough to show that h.“(E) n C c h“[i”([, -yi)]. Since hS(<) n C = 0 for < E Q we can 
assume that t $i Q. By (i) h”[Q u E] = hS(y,,o) n hs(y,,,) and so 
h”(E) ” C = h”(t) \ h”[Q u El = (h”(E) \ h%i,o)) u (h”(t) \ h”(m)). (4) 
Since < E h”[Q U E] c h”(y,,,) for j = 0,l we have 
h,“(t) \ h”(x,j) = h”(E) * h”(rij) c hS [i”(E, ri,J]. (5) 
BY (ii), i”(E, Y~,~) C f(E, x,~) nas = f(E, ri) nas. Since [ $! Q it follows that f([, ri) n 
a” = i“(<,rl). Thus from (5) we obtain 
h,“(t) \ h”(x.,) c h.” [iYE, Y*)] = h” [i”(& ri)]. (6) 
Putting (4) and (6) together we gel /b”(E) n C c /t,“[i“([,~~)] which was to bc proved. 
SK!XUS~ 1.2: [ E h”(yi), hence 11”(t) * /I” = h”(c) \ h7’(yi). If < E /l”(ri) then 
since h”(E) = h’(t) we have If(<) * h’(-y,) = II“(<) \ hT(y,) c h,“(c) \ ~(7~) C 
h”[i”([, -ii)] C h”[i”(<, y;)] and we are done. 
So we can assume that [ $ I,“(rl) and so hl’(y,) # h”(-yi). By the construction of r’, 
we have 70 E TV”, h”(-,,) = /I,“(?~) UC and so E E C, ix., < $ h”[Q u E]. By (i) we 
can assume that < $ h”(~,,~~). So s E Pf implies 
V(E) n II”(~l.O) = V(E) * h>“(i’l.(J) c /lb [i”(<: Tr,o)]. (7) 
WC have 
it,“(<) * IL1’(-y,) = h”(C) \ (ILs(^,r) u c) c I/,“(<) \ c 
and applying (i) again 
(8) 
V(E) \ c = V(<) n II”[Q u E] c II”([) n rl,s(yl,n). (9) 
BY (ii), i”(t, Y~,o) c f(E, Y~.o) r CL’ = .f(E! 7,) n d. S’ mce < $ Q c IL”[Q u E] it follows 
that f(<, ri) n a” = ?‘(E, yl) and so (7)-(9) together yield 
h’(E) * h”(T,) c IL7’ [%7’([. YI)] (10) 
which was to be proved. 
CUSS 2: < = yJ for some ,i < i. Since i,‘(~.,,r,) = 1;“‘(y,, -y%) we have 
h”(y,) * h>“(y,) c h,‘[i”(<, -yJ]. 
It is easy to check that 
(11) 
II“ * h”(yt) = 1 h”(:/:,) * h”(_iL) if 70 $ h”(y,) * P(y,), (12) h”(:/,) * ll~‘(-yl) u c if 70 E h”(yj) * hS(yi). 
So we are done if 70 $ Ij,“(y1) * 11,~ (r!). A ssume 70 E 1x”(yj) * h,s(yi). Then there is 
yl E i”(y,, ri) with n/t) E h” (n/l). Thus, by the construction of T we have 
C c hs”(yl) c h“ [i’(y, > yL)] 
But (I 2) and (13) together imply what we wanted. 
Thus we proved T G Pf. 
(13) 
Clearly T satisfies conditions 2,16(a)-(c). To check condition 2.16(d) write s’ = s[(SU 
E) and let cv E S U E and b c (S U E) fl a. We need to show that u”(~Y, b) c ~‘((1, b). 
Since S u E is an initial segment of as, we have u”‘(oI, b) = u”(cy, b). If N E S, then 
also u~‘(Q, b) = u’((Y, b), so we can assume o E E. 
Let [ E ~“(cy,O) = ~“(n,b). Then < E h,“(n) c h”[E], and hence < +! C. But 
h“[O] \ h”[b] c c, more precisely, it is empty or just C. Since [ E ~L’((Y, h), it follows 
that < $ h” [b] and so < $ lb7’ [b] b ecausc [ +! C. Thus [ E u~((Y; b). Hence r’ satisties (d). 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 2.17. In Vpf, $Y c wz is countuble, then either Y is compact or Iw~\YI 6 WI. 
Proof. Assume that 1~~ IC “Y = (I&: 71 E w} C ~2”. For each n. E w fix a maximal 
antichain C,, c F’f such that for each p E C,, there is a E uI-’ with p IC “i,, = 61”. Let 
A = U{d’: p E lJ_ CT,}. Since every C,, is countable by c.c.c we have IAl = LJ. 
Assume also that lp, I+ “Y is not compact”, that is, Y can not be covered by finitely 
many H(6) in Vt'f 
Let 
Clearly 1 pI IC wz \ I c p. Since WI \ I is in the ground model, by Corollary 2.14 it 
is enough to show that w2 \ I is infinite. Actually we will prove much more: 
Assume on the contrary that I is stationary. Let us fix, for each b E I, a condition 
p,j E Pf and a finite set 06 E [6]‘” such that p6 IC “I’ f’ U(b, Ds) = 01”. For each 
fi E I let Q6 = ups n 6 and Eh = aP6 \ 6. We can assume that DS c Q,J and sup A < 6 
for each 6 E 1. 
Let Bd = clf(il U (26, E,j) for 6 E I (see Lemma 1.3). For each 6 E I the set Bd is 
countable with sup(Bs) = sup(A U Qs), so we can apply Fodor’s pressing down lemma 
and CH to get a stationary set J C I and a countable set B c w2 such that Bg = B for 
each b E J. 
By thinning out J and with a further use of CH we can assume that for a fixed k E w 
WC have 
(l)E’={$: ~<Ic}for6EJ,y~<yp<..‘<y~~,, 
(2) f([, 7:) = ,f(<, 7:‘) for each < E B, 6,6’ E J and i < I?. 
Let 6 = min J, D = Da, E = Eg, p = ps, Q = Q6. By Lemma 1.2 there are ordinals 
(r, E ,J with 6 < Cro < St < < &k--] such that 
BuEcn{.f(E,r,): <GE&,, ‘r/IE6,, i<j<2k}. (*) 
For i < k and j < 2 let y1 = yt and yz,l = yf’17J. Let F = {y;,]: i < tt: j < 2). 
We know that (LP = QUE. Define the condition q E Pf by the following stipulations: 
(i) a’{ = nr’ U F and q < p, 
(ii) t~,~(y~,~) = {-yl,l} U 3 for (i,j) E k x 2, 
(iii) i”(y,,,,j,,, ~i,,~,) = up for (.~o,.?o) # (in, jl) E k x 2, 
(iv) iq(<,-yL,f) = B for < E an and (i,j) E k: x 2. 
Since an c B U E, (*) implies that q E Pf. 
Since lp, 1~ “H[Q U E] $ ?“, there is a condition t < q, a natural number n and 
an ordinal (1 such that t IC “a = Ij,,” but c~ E at \ ht [Q U E]. Since C,, is a maximal 
antichain we can assume that t < v for some u E C,,. 
Let s = t[(B u E u F). Then s E Pf because for each pair [ < 71 E us if < E B 
then it(<, 71) c f(<, ,I?) c B and so i’(<, 7) c a”, and if <,‘I/ E E u F then i”(<, rl) = 
iq(<, 71) C (2 U E C a”. Moreover s < v because u” C B. Thus s IN- “O = &” and 
o $! I,“[Q U E]. Let S = a” n B. 
Since ~“(Y~,o, %,I) = iq(~,,o: ?‘!,I) = Q U E, and yi,j $ 12”(y,,,_,) we have 
h”(%,o) n h”(~L.1) = It”(rf,,o) * V(rz,,) c h?[Q u E]. (14) 
Moreover, if 6 E Q U E and j < 2 then < E hQ(r,,,) c h”(~~,~) and iS([,Y1,3) = 0, 
consequently 
h”(t) \ t”‘(yi,j) = h”(E) * 1~,“(~~,,) c h” [Y(<, yL,,)] = 0. (15) 
Putting (14) and (15) together it follows that hs(y,,o) n hs(ri,,) = hs[Q u E]. 
Thus we can apply condition 2.16 to get a condition T such that T < s [(Q u E) = 
p. T < s[S < 1: and (Y E S \ I,“[Q lJ E] c /I,“(~~~) = h,“(b). Since D c Q, we have 
(Y E /1>‘(6) \ hS[D]. 
Thus 
T I+ (Y E %’ n (H(d) \ H[D]). 
On the other hand T IC T’ n (H(6) \ H[D]) = 0 b ecause T < p. With this contradiction 
the claim is proved and this completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Clearly, Lemma 2.17 implies that Xf is countably compact. 
Corollary 2.18. VF c X is closrcl (or open), then either IFI < LJI or IX \ Fl < UJI. 
Proof. If / Fl = wz then F is not compact, so by Lemma 1.7 F contains a free sequence 
Y with noncompact closure. But F is initially wl-compact and countably tight, so Y is 
countable. Consequently, we have Iwr\YI < WI by Lemma2.17 and so IX\FI < WI. 0 
Corollary 2.19. Xf is normul and z(Xf) = hd(Xf) < ~1. 
Proof. To show that Xf is normal let FO and Fl be disjoint closed subsets of Xf. Since 
at least one of them is compact by Lemma 2.17 they can be separated by open subsets 
of Xf because Xf is Ty. 
Concerning the hereditarily density of Xf it follows easily from Corollary 2.18 that 
Xf does not contain a discrete subspace of size ~2. But Xf is right separated, so all the 
left separated subspaces of Xf are of six < WI, that is, z(X) < WI. 0 
Thus Theorem 2.4 is proved. U 
We know that the space Xf is not automatically hereditarily separable, so the following 
question of Arhangel’skii, [I, Problem 51, remains unanswered: Is it true in ZFC that 
every hereditarily separable, initially WI -compact space is compact? 
As we have seen our space Xf is normal. However, we don’t know whether Xf is or 
can be made hereditarily normal, i.c., Ts. This raises the following problem. 
Problem 1. Is it provable in ZFC that every Ts, countably tight, initially wl-compact 
space is compact? 
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3. Making Xf Frechet-Urysohn 
In [ 1, Problem 121 Arhangel’skii asks if it is provable in ZFC that a normal, first 
countable initially wl-compact space is necessarily compact. We could not completely 
answer this question, but in this section we show that the Frechet-Urysohn property 
(which is sort of half-way between countable tightness and first countability) in not 
enough to get compactness. 
To achieve that we want to tind a further extension of the model VP/ in which Xf 
becomes Frechet-Urysohn but its other properties are preserved, for example, Xf remains 
initially wi-compact and normal. Since Xf is countably tight and X(X,) < WI it is a 
natural idea to make XJ Frechet-Urysohn by constructing a generic extension of IJ’~~ 
in which Xf remains countably tight and p > WI, i.e., MA,, (a-centered) holds (see [9, 
Theorem 81). 
The standard c.c.c poset P which forces p > wi is obtained by a suitable finite support 
iteration of length 2”‘. During this iteration in the oth step we choose a nonprincipal 
filter F C P(w) g enerated by at most wt elements and we add a new subset A of w to 
the crth intermediate model so that A is almost contained in every element of 3, i.e., 
A \ F is finite for each F E 3. It is well known and easy to see that P has property 
K. Thus, by Theorem 3.1 below, Xf remains countably tight in Vpf*R and so indeed 
Xl becomes Frechet-Urysohn in that model. Moreover, Theorem 3.2 implies that the 
WI -compactness of Xf is also preserved. Unfortunately, we could not prove that forcing 
with P preserves the countable compactness of Xf. 
So, instead of aiming at p > WI we will consider only those filters during the iteration 
which are needed in proving the Frechet-Urysohn property of Xf. As we will see, we 
can handle these filters in such a way that our iterated forcing R preserves not only the 
countable compactness of Xf but also property (iii) from Theorem 2.4: in VPf*R the 
closure of any countable subset of Xf is either compact or contains a final segment of 
~2. Of course, this will insure the preservation of the normality of X, as well. 
We start with the two easy theorems, promised above, about the preservation of count- 
able tightness and WI-compactness of Xf under certain c.c.c forcings. 
Theorem 3.1. lj’ the topological space X is right separated, compact, countably tight 
and the poset R has property K then forcing with R preserves the countable tightness 
OfX. 
Proof. First we recall that X remains compact (and clearly right separated) in any 
extension of the ground model by [S, Lemma 71. Since F(X) = t(X) for compact 
spaces, assume indirectly that 1R IH-- “{.?E: < < WI} C X is a free sequence”. For every 
< < WI we have that 1 R I+ “{+: c < [} and (2~: ( 6 < < WI} are disjoint compact 
sets” and X is T3, so we can fix a condition pi E P, open sets UC and V, from the 
ground model and a point .zc E X such that ?&n V, = @ and 
pg I& “{in: ( < (} C UC, (2~: ( < < < WI} C V, and ZE = ZE”. 
Since R has property K, there is an uncountable set I c WI such that the conditions 
{pc: < E 1) arc pairwise compatible. 
We claim that the sequcncc {zc: < E I} is an uncountable free sequence in the ground 
model which contradicts F(X) = t(X) = in. Indeed let 6 E 1. If C E I n <, then pC and 
pi has a common extension (1 in P and we have 
q IN-- “i< = zC and {&,: 71 < <} c ri,“. 
Hence zc E Ut. Similarly for < t I \ < we have zc E V,. Therefore UC and F separate 
{zc: C E In <} and (2~: C E I \ <} which implies that (2~: < t I} is really fret. n 
Theorem 3.2. Forcing with LI c.c.c poset R over V’f preserves property 2.4(ii) of the 
spce Xf, i.e., ,filr each mcountnble -4 c X,J there is D E UJT such that A n H(n) is 
irrrcou~ltukle. 
Proof. We work in VP,. Assume that 7’ ICH “A = {+: [ < tit} E [X,1”‘“. For each 
< < wt pick a condition TE < r from R which decides the value of &,, rc I+R“&F = q”. 
Since R satisfies c.c.c, {NE: < t tit} is uncountable, hence as Xf has property (ii) in 
VP!, for some fl < w2 the set I = H(n) f? {c.Y~: < < wt} is also uncountable. Since R 
satisfies c.c.c there is a condition (1 < 7. in R such that q ICR“]{O< E I: r~ E G}] = WI”, 
where G is the R-generic filter over VP,. Thus (1 I~R”]A n H(P)] = tit” which was to 
be proved. 0 
Of course, Theorem 3.2 implies that forcin g with any c.c.c poset R prcscrves the WI- 
compactness of Xf. It is much harder to lind a property of a poset R which guarantees 
that forcing with R over V” J preserves the countable compactness of Xf. We will 
proceed in the following way. In Definition 3.3 we formulate when a poset R is called 
nice (over Pf), and then in Theorem 3.4 we show that forcing with a nice poset preserves 
not only the countable compactness of Xf, but also property 2.4(iii): the closure of any 
countable subset of XI is either compact or contains a final segment of ~2. Finally. 
in Definitions 3.5 and 3.6 we describe a class of finite support iterated forcings, which 
by Theorem 3.7 are nice and have property K, and then in Theorem 3.9 we show that 
forcing with a suitable member of this class makes Xl Frechet-Urysohn. 
Definition 3.3. Let R be a name for a posct in V't We say that R is nice (over Pf) 
if there is a dense subset 2, of the iteration Pf * R with the following property: If 
(po, Q), (pl, rl) E D, pp’ E PJ arc such that p < PO,~)I, p’ < p~,pl, and 
p IC “1.0 and r-1 are compatible in R’, 
moreover we have either p < p’ or p + p’ (see Definition 2.15) then we also have 
p’ IC “,r,c and 7.1 are compatible in R’. 
Theorem 3.4. If CH holds in V, ,f is a LLfknction and l?I is a Ppume for a c.c.c poset 
which is nice over PI, then property 2.4(iii) is preserved by forcing with k. i.e.. 
Proof. Let 2) c F’f * l? witness that k is nice. 
Assume that lp*k IN--- “? = {&: n E W} c ~2”. For each n. E w fix a maximal 
antichain C,, c D such that for each (p, r) E C,, there is cy E up with (p, r) I+ “?j,, = 6”. 
Let A = U{a”: (p, T-) E UTL.,w C,,}. Since every C,, is countable by c.c.c we have 
IAl = w. 
Assume that lPf,k I+ “Y is not compact”, that is, Y can not be covered by finitely 
many H(6) in Vpf*’ 
Let 
I = {“i < w2: 3(p,r) E Pf * I? (p,?-) IC =y $! Y”}. 
Since in? \ 1 is in the ground model and 1 Pf,k IC w2 \ I c I’, it is enough to 
show that w? \ I is intinite. Indeed, in this case w2 \ I contains a final segment of LJ~ by 
Corollary 2.14. (Note that the closure of a ground model set does not change under any 
further forcing.) Thus the next claim completes the proof of this theorem. 
Claim. I is not stutionury. 
Assume on the contrary that I is stationary. For each S E I fix a condition (~6, TS) E 
Pf * I? and a finite set Db E [6]<” such that (~6, r-6) IC “Y n U(6, Db) = 8”. For each 
(5 E I write QS = (P 17 6 and Es = aPn \ 6. We can assume that Dh c Qh, (5 t E6 and 
sup A < b for each 6 E I. 
Let B6 = cl,f(A U Qh, Eb) for 6 E 1 (see Lemma 1.3). Since Bb is a countable set 
with sup = sup(A U QJ) and so sup(Bs) < 6, we can apply Fodor’s pressing down 
lemma and CH to get a stationary set J c I and a countable set B c w2 such that 
Bd = B for each S E J. 
By thinning out J and with a another use of CH we can assume that for some fixed 
k E w we have 
(1) Eb = {$: i < k} for b E J, ygb < 7: < ... < &,, 
(2) f(<,rP) = fK,%V) f or each < E B, 6,6’ E J and i < k. 
Let S = min J, D = Ds, E = Es, p = pg, r = 1-6, Q = Qs. By Lemma 1.2 there are 
2t? ordinals 6, E ,I with o^ < 60 < 61 < < 62k-1 from .J such that 
B ii E C n{f($, v): E E Ed,, ,TI e E6,! i < j < 2k). (*I 
For i < k and j < 2 let “ii = 7” and -’ IL.3 = -6’113. Let F = {-yl,,: 1: < k, j < 2). IL 
We know that aP = QUE. De&e the condition q E Pf by the following stipulations: 
(i) a4 = aP U F and q < p, 
(ii) h”(yi,,,) = {ri,,} Uap for (i,j) E Ic x 2, 
(iii> iq(~,,,,;,nr~i,,3,) = up for (io,jo) # (i~,j~) E Ic x 2, 
(iv) P(<,Y~,~) = 8 for [ E an and (i,j) E Ic x 2. 
Since an c B U E, (*) implies that q E Pf and so (q, T-) E P * k. 
Since 1 Pf *~j IC “H[Q U E] does not cover Y”, there is a condition (t, 7~) < (q, r.) 
in Pf * I?, a natural number n, and an ordinal LY such that (t. 7~) IC “(L. = ?jn” but 
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a E u"\h"[QuE]. S’ mce C,, is a maximal antichain we can assume that (t, u) < (c, d) 
for some (c, d) E C,,. 
Let s = t[(B u E u F), 7u = t[(S u E) and S = (L’ n B = uzv n B. Then s and GUI 
are in Pf because for each pair c < 71 E CL ’ if E E B then i”(<, 77) c f([, 77) c B and so 
,i’([. ~7) C S, and if [, 7 E E U F then it(<, rl) = j’l(<, 71) c Q U E c a” n au’. Moreover 
s < w < p, c because a’ c u,~ n B = S and (~7, = Q u E c utn c B u E. 
Since (t, 7~) 6 (p, 7.) and (t, 1~) < (c, d), so 
t IC “ T and d are compatible in &“. (*l 
Since t < w < p, c and & is nice for Pf we have 
ru IN-- “ T and d are compatible in l?‘. (**I 
We know s < c and so s I+ “~1: = &,” and (1 E us \ h”[Q u E]. 
Since ~‘(%,o,Y~,I) = iy(yi,o,y7,,~) = Q U E, and yl,j $ hS(y,,l_j) we have 
h”(1.L,0) n h’(y,,,) = h’(~~,~) * Itf(yl,,) c h,“[Q u E]. (1% 
If 6 E Q U E, then < E h,“(-/,,j) c h.,‘(yl,,) and i”(<. -~i,~) = 0 and so 
h”(E) \ hs(-yi,3) = h”(E) * h”(y,,,) c h” [i”([, yi,,)] = 0. (20) 
Putting (19) and (20) together it follows that h”(~~,~) n hs(yi,l) = hs[Q I_ E]. Thus 
we can apply Lemma 2.16 to get a condition p* E Pf such that p* < ,s[(Q I_ E) = 
P, p*~sjS~c,w~p*and~~S\\~~[QUE]Ch~*(~~)=h~*(6).ButDcQ,so 
CY E hP* (6) \ hP* [D]. Hence p* IN--- “(Y E U(b, D)“. 
Since p* < p, c and w + p* and l? is nice, it follows from (**) that 
p* I+ “ T and d are compatible in J?‘. (***I 
Thus (p, r) and (c, d) have a common extension (p’, r*) in P * l?. 
But then 
(p*, r*) IC & = 0 E P n u(b, D) 
because (p*, r*) < (c, d). On the other hand (p’, T’) IC “? n U(b, D) = 0” because 
(p*, T*) < (p, r). Contradiction, the claim is proved, which completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Definition 3.5. Assume that A E [X,]” and cy E x. We define the poset Q(A, a) as 
follows. Its underlying set is [A]<” x [Q) iw If (s, C) and (s/C’) are conditions, let 
(s: C) < (s’C’) if and only if s > s’, C > C’ and s \ s’ c U(cr, C’). For 4 E Q(A, (1) 
write y = (s’J,Cq) and supp(q) = 9 U C”. 
It is well known and easy to see that if G is a Q(A, cu)-generic filter, then S = 
U{sq: q E G} is a sequence from A which converges to CY, i.e., every open neighbourhood 
of o contains all but finitely many points of S. 
Clearly Q(A, a) is c-centered and well-met. In fact, if pe = (se, CO) and pi = (si, Cl) 
are compatible, then pe A pi = (SO U ~1, CO U Cl ). 
Definition 3.6. A finite support iterated forcing (RE: < < K) over Vpf is called an 
FU-iterution if for each [ < K. we have 
1 p,*,JQ 1~ RF+, = RE * Q(A, &) for some A E [X,]” and di E 2. 
Since every Q(A, CX) is a-centered, it is clear that any FU-iteration is c.c.c, in fact it 
even has property K. The really important, and much less trivial, property of them is 
given in our next result. 
Theorem 3.7. Any FU-iteration is nice over Pf. 
Proof. Assume that (RE: [ < K) is an FU-iteration, Rc+l = Rc * &(A,, &c). Write 
Q” = [O]<W x [q~]<~. Clearly lo,*+, IC “Q(&, die) c Q*“. 
We consider the elements of Pf * R, as pairs (p, +), where p E Pf and y I+ “7: is u 
Definition 3.8. A condition (p;r) E Pf * R, is called determined if r E Fn(n, Q*, w), 
(i.e., r is a finite function, not only a Pf-name of a finite function) moreover for each 
[ E dam(r) we have supp(r(<)) C ap and there is an ordinal LY E an such that (p, r [[) IC 
“&, = &“. 
Clearly the family D of the determined conditions is dense in Pf * R,. We claim that 
73 witnesses that R, is nice. Indeed let (pe,ra), (yt,rr) E 23, p,p’ E Pf be such that 
P G PO,Pl, P’ 6 PO,PI? 
p IL “ro and ri are compatible in fi” 
and either p < p’ or p -X p’. 
(+I 
Write ri(c) = (si(<), C,(t)) for < E dom(ri). Let D = dom(ro) Udom(rr). For i < 2 
and < E D let 
s,*(E) = 
5.7 (‘9 if < E dom(r+), 
0 otherwise, 
and 
c:(t) = 
G(E) if E E dom(r,), 
0 otherwise. 
Consider the condition r* E Fn(n, Q*, w) defined by the stipulations dom(r*) = D 
and r*(E) = (s:(E) U s;(<),C,*([) UC;(<)) for < E D. We show that p’ IC “r* is 
cl contmo~~ extension of rg and rI in R,“. We prove a bit more: we show, by a finite 
induction, that for each [ E D 
p’ IL-- “r* 16 + 1 E RE+I and r* I< + I 6 ro [< + 1, ri ][ + 1”. 
The nontrivial step is when [ E dom(ro) n dom(r,) 
Since (p:. Y* [[) < (p’, r’, [<) by the induction hypothesis, it follows that (p’, r* [<) I- 
“So E [At]‘“” and so (p’: r* I<) I- ‘v*(<) E Q(Ac, a+)“, that is, p’ IC “r* [[ + 1 E 
R E+l”. 
By (+) for some Pf-name r’ and Pf * Q-name (i we have (p,?) E Pf * R, and 
(p, i.) ‘C “4 E Q(&, ‘1~) is u CO~~~~~W~~ extension of’q(<) and 1’1 (0”. Hence (p, i-) IC 
“~4 \ so(<) c U((Y, Co(<)) and ,s’j > sl(<)“. Therefore (p, j.) IC “s,(c) \ so(<) c 
U(W CO(<))“. BY supp(l-t(E)) c CL!‘, this can only happen if 
c-t) 
But both p < p’ and p + 1~’ together with (1) imply 
Thus p’ IC “s, (0 \ SO(<) c U(tu: Cam)“, i.e.. (p’, r.* [<)“s+ r*(E) < q,(E)“. Similarly, 
it can be proved that (p’,r* I<) I- *‘r*(E) < T)(E)“. Thus WC have carried out the 
induction step and the theorem is proved. 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.9. A.ssun~e that CH holds in the RroLlncl model V, there is a d,fi~zction f 
LUI~ X is N cardinal such thut LU’~ < X = X”. Then iti Vpf there is an FU-iteration 
l?x of‘ lerlgth X such thut i/z I/“1 *-‘I ’ the .spwe Xf is Frechet-Uqwhn untl .wti$es 
proper-ties 2.4(i)-(iii), rnotw~wr v”J ‘lix b “2” = (A’“)” ,for each cardinul K 3 w “. 
Proof. Since /Pfj = w1 and Pf satisfies c.c.c we have (Xw)V”f 6 ((IF’fIX)“)“’ = 
(Xw)” = X. Therefore, using a suitable book-keeping procedure in Vpf (see [6, Chapter 
VIII, 6.31 for this technique) we can construct an FU-iteration (RE: < < X), RE+, = R, * 
Q(&, CL<), having the following property: for every pair (A, a) if A is a countable subset 
of X in VPjtRx and cy t 71 then for some < < X we have VPf*Rc + “Q(Ac: CY~) = 
Q(A,&‘. Thus 
(*) vP/*Rx + “if (Y E ti2 is irl thr clomrv of' a countable set A c Xf then there is 
(I sequence { s7, : n E w} c A \thicll conwrgcs to o”. 
Since Rx has property K in L “‘I, by Theorem 3.1 the space Xf remains countably tight 
in VPf*Rx. Putting together this observation with (*) it follows that Vpf*H~ + “XJ is 
Frechet-Urysohn”. 
An FU-iteration is nice by Theorem 3.7, and so X, has property 2.4(iii) in V’J*~” by 
Theorem 3.4. Since Xf is right separated it remains locally compact in any extension of 
Vpf. Since Rx satisfies c.c.c the space Xf has property 2.4(ii) in VPf*R” by Theorem 
3.2. All this implies that Xf remains initially WI-compact and normal. 
Finally we investigate the cardinal exponents in Vp~*izx. Since IPfl = wz and 1 pf IC 
“/Rx1 = X”, the iteration Pf * Rx contains a dense subset D of cardinality < )\. Since 
Pf*Rx satisfies c.c.c it follows that for each n > w we have (2n)“Pf*RX 6 ((IDI”)“)” = 
(XK)L’. 
On the other hand every successor step of an FU-iteration introduces a new subset of 
a countable set, and so (2W)VP’*RX 3 X. Consequently, Vpf*B~ b “2” = (Zw)^ > XK 3 
(~“Y”~ which proves what we wanted. 0 
Theorem 3.9 answers a question raised by Arhangel’skii, [ 1, Problem 31, in the neg- 
ative: CH can not be weakened to 2” < 2“’ in the theorem of van Douwen and 
Dow. In fact we proved much more: the existence of a Frechet-Urysohn, initially wr- 
compact and noncompact space is consistent with practically any cardinal arithmetic 
that violates CH. More precisely, if we have a ZFC model V in which CH holds and 
w2 < X = X” < 2”‘, then we can tind a cardinal preservin, 3 0 meneric extension W of V 
which contains a Frcchet-Urysohn and normal counterexamplc to the van Douwen-Dow 
question, (2”)” = X, moreover (2”)“’ = (2”)” for each K > WI. We can obtain lit’ 
as follows. First we force the a-complete poset P of Shelah (see [3]) which introduces 
a n-function .f in V”. Since P is a-complete and lPI = ~2, forcing with P does not 
change 2” for any K 3 w. Now forcing with Pf over V p introduces the counterexample 
Xf to the van Douwen-Dow question. Since II’,\ = ~2, the cardinal exponents are the 
same in VP and in Vpf for uncountable cardinals and (2W)VF’Ff = w?. Finally we can 
apply Theorem 3.9 to get the desired final model W = VP*P~*Rx. Let us remark that 
we have (2”)w = (2K)v for K 3 WI because (2”)v = (X”)’ by X < 2”‘. 
Let us remark that for any cardinal IF the poset Fn(r;, 2, w), i.e., the forcing notion that 
adds K many Cohen reals, is clearly nice over Pf, as is witnessed by the dense set of 
the determined conditions. Thus, by Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, adding Cohen reals will 
preserve properties 2.4(i)-(iii) of Xf, especially Xf remains countably tight and initially 
til-compact. It is worthwhile to mention that, in contrast with this, Alan Dow proved in 
[4] that if CH holds in the ground model V then adding Cohen reals can not introduce 
a countably tight, initially WI-compact and noncompact T3 space. 
Let us finish by formulating the following higher cardinal version of the van Douwen- 
Dow problem: 
Problem 2. Is it provable in ZFC that an initially w?-compact Ty space of countable 
tightness is compact? 
The main problem is trying to use out approach that worked for w2 (instead of wi) 
here is that no d-function may exist for WJ! This problem has come up already in the 
efforts trying to lift the result of [3] from w2 to wi. 
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